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SUPPLY BILL 2017 

Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON SAMANTHA ROWE (East Metropolitan — Parliamentary Secretary) [5.11 pm]: Before we broke 
for afternoon tea and question time, I was making my contribution to the second reading debate of the 
Supply Bill 2017. During afternoon tea we made a presentation to Lorraine Coogan, so I will say a big thankyou 
to Lorraine for all her hard work during her time in this place. She has given almost 20 years of service to the 
Parliament of Western Australia. She did an outstanding job. She was always professional and very generous 
with her time. I just wanted to take this opportunity to quickly say a big thankyou to her. 

Hon Alanna Clohesy: Hear, hear! 

 Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: All members in this chamber wish her all the very best in whatever the future may 
hold for her. 

Hon Donna Faragher: Hear, hear! 

Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: Before we broke for afternoon tea and question time, I was making a contribution 
about some of the commitments we made to the East Metropolitan Region during the election campaign. I had 
made some comments about Armadale and the great things we are doing around infrastructure in that electorate. 

Hon Martin Aldridge: Tell us how many jobs a barbecue will create. 

Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: That is typical! Members opposite had eight years in government and where did 
they leave us? With the highest unemployment and the worst management of the state’s finances — 

Hon Alanna Clohesy: Ever! 

Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: — in the history of Western Australia. The jobless rate skyrocketed. It is not only 
me saying this; we spent so much time during this campaign actually talking to people. We spoke to everyone in 
our community and our constituents to find out what they were concerned about. Do members know what the 
number one issue was? Jobs. 
Hon Martin Aldridge interjected. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: They were concerned about jobs and the economy, and that is understandable. It is 
really understandable, is it not? 
Several members interjected. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: Why is it understandable? Because — 
Several members interjected. 
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Hon Matthew Swinbourn): Do not take advantage of the changing of people in 
the Chair to carry on. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: I think they will do it anyway! 
People, quite rightly, were concerned about jobs and the state of the finances, because they had seen the last 
eight years under this government and what it had done to the economy. Of course people are nervous and 
concerned about job security, whether it be in full-time or part-time work. So, yes, these were real concerns. 
I got distracted because I was going through the commitments — 
Several members interjected. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: It is great to see the National Party involved! 
I wanted to go through what we are doing in the great electorate of East Metropolitan Region. Before we stopped 
for afternoon tea and question time, I was talking about some of the things we are doing in Belmont. I just want 
to close off on that, and of course talk about some of the other areas in the East Metro Region. 
I was talking about some of the sporting clubs in the electorate of Belmont, including the Belmont Junior Soccer 
Club. It currently trains at Miles Park in Belmont, which is a really lovely facility. It is junior soccer, so the kids 
are quite young—under five years old—and there is no fencing to keep the kids off some of those really busy 
roads, particularly Wright Street. The soccer club was really excited to have funding committed to putting 
a fence around the busiest part of that park. Kids aged under five playing soccer may be a little less road-safety 
conscious than older kids, and of course we do not want them playing near busy, sometimes dangerous, roads. 
That club was very pleased to receive a commitment for some fencing around Miles Park. 
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We also made a commitment to the Belmont Park Tennis Club for the resurfacing of its hardcourts that had 
seriously deteriorated over the years. Belmont Part Tennis Club is so popular that people travel from Mt Lawley 
to play at the local tennis club. It is a really lovely facility. I think it has some of the best grass courts in the 
region. I am really pleased to be able to support that tennis court in the resurfacing its hardcourts. 
We also made a commitment to a smaller junior football club in Redcliffe, and assisted it with some lighting for 
its training grounds. That means the players will be able to train during the winter months because it gets dark 
earlier now, at around five o’clock. Again, that club is really pleased to have that. It was only a small 
contribution, but it goes a long way for some of these community groups and sporting clubs within our 
electorates. A lot of the organisations within our communities are run by volunteers. I think it is great that we are 
able to give back to our communities in that way, and support the volunteers who give up their time to make sure 
that we have these community groups in our electorates. I am really pleased to be able to support them. 
We also made a number of commitments to local schools. Before the break, I spoke about what we will be doing 
with the Belmont City College performing arts centre. We are very excited about that. But we were also able to 
make some commitments to primary schools. Those commitments ranged from upgrading hardcourts for netball 
or basketball to providing shade cloths so that they have cover in the summer and winter months and also to 
things around nature playgrounds. We all know they are very popular nowadays in local schools. I was very 
pleased to be able to make those commitments to the local primary schools. 
Apart from these commitments, many commitments were also made in the Forrestfield electorate. Again, they 
were for local schools in that electorate and some local sporting clubs and organisations. I want to touch on 
a group called FIRS, the Foothills Information and Referral Service. I have had a chance to speak about FIRS 
previously in this place when we were in opposition. It does an outstanding job in that electorate but it is very 
underfunded; they are just volunteers. We were able to commit $50 000 so it can upgrade its office. The 
organisation has serviced families and individuals within the Shire of Kalamunda since 1992. It provides vital 
financial counselling services and emergency relief services for that catchment area. It is very important work for 
our communities. It does an outstanding job and is run by many volunteers. FIRS was hit particularly hard 
during the previous government’s term when cuts were made to funding for financial counselling services. It 
really struggled to stay afloat, but it is still going strong. It is always inundated with a huge amount of work, so 
we are really pleased to support this very important group within the Shire of Kalamunda. It is based in 
Forrestfield and it does wonderful work. I know that the new member for Forrestfield, Stephen Price, is really 
pleased to be working closely with this group. 
Commitments were also made to different primary schools in the Forrestfield electorate. I will not go through 
them all, but I want to comment on one, Wattle Grove Primary School. For members who know the school, it 
desperately needed upgrades to its parking facilities for parents of students who attend the school. Funding of 
$150 000 will be provided to the school for the upgrades. A lot of the parking bays will be put along 
St John Road in Wattle Grove. I think having parking space available will have a huge impact for the parents and 
students who travel to the school in peak times. It was a real concern for many parents when we attended the 
meetings of the parents and citizens association. Again, we are really pleased that we will be able to give back to 
those communities. 
I will not go through every single commitment that was made in the East Metro Region but I think you get an 
idea, Mr Acting President, of what we were able to do in our communities because we listened. I am really proud 
to stand here under a Mark McGowan Labor government and deliver some of these commitments. 
Hon Peter Collier: You haven’t delivered them yet. 
Hon SAMANTHA ROWE: We are in the process of delivering the commitments. I am sorry, Leader of the 
Opposition, but it is happening. I am really proud that we are making these commitments. Some of them are 
large and some of them are small, but each of them is important to the communities we represent. That concludes 
my remarks on the Supply Bill. 
HON PIERRE YANG (South Metropolitan) [5.23 pm]: I rise today to make some remarks on and support the 
Supply Bill 2017 before us. I have no doubt that over the past three and a half sitting weeks members have learnt 
that I have a particular interest in the issue of homelessness. I hope that a big portion of the moneys in the 
Supply Bill will be spent on delivering the critical services to provide for the Western Australians who are, 
unfortunately, homeless. After hearing Hon Dr Steve Thomas’s remarks yesterday, I think Dr Thomas is a very 
sensible man and that his remarks were very sensible. I welcome and encourage sensible debate on the issues 
that are critical to our state and the people of Western Australia. 
As members may recall, last Thursday during members’ statements, I informed the house that I was taking part 
in the CEO Sleepout. When I arrived there at about 6.00 pm on Thursday last week, I saw about 100 other 
people who attended the event, including the chief executive officer of the St Vincent De Paul Society, 
Susan Rooney. Her name is spelled “Susan” but it is pronounced “Suzanne”. She also participated in the 
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sleepout. The Minister for Child Protection; Women’s Interests; Prevention of Family and Domestic Violence; 
and Community Services, Hon Simone McGurk, also attended the event as part of the launch. I can show the 
house a beanie—a hat—that I was given when I arrived to keep myself warm. On one side is written, 
“Vinnie’s Sleepout” and on the other side is “I Slept Out”. It is a good hat. It has a liner inside so it kept me 
pretty warm that evening. Over the last few sitting weeks, I have learnt that, from time to time, members seek 
leave to incorporate items into Hansard. From looking at the hat, I think it will impose some technical 
difficulties to include it in Hansard, so I will not seek leave to include my hat. 
Hon Martin Aldridge: You can table it! 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Can I table it? 
Hon Martin Aldridge interjected. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Really? 
Hon Stephen Dawson: No. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Okay. Thank you very much, Hon Martin Aldridge! 
Hon Stephen Dawson: He’s leading him astray! 
Hon PIERRE YANG: I will move on to the next point, in any event, but I thank the minister. 
Collectively, we raised over $6 375 through my campaign and about half the money was from members of this 
Parliament. I thank the members who showed their support and those who donated to the event. 
A few days ago I had a conversation with Hon Jacqui Boydell and shared with her my experience at the Vinnies 
CEO Sleepout. I told her that I was with a gentleman who had participated in the sleep-out for the last eight 
years. He knows the WACA inside out. We went to a place that was fairly cosy—reasonably warm—and we had 
a reasonable night. Being in the Army Reserve for 10 years, I had many, many nights and days running around in 
the bush, so I certainly know and have experienced firsthand how cold it can get in Perth and different parts of 
Australia for people sleeping without a roof over their heads. Hon Jacqui Boydell mentioned to me that perhaps 
in future years we should look at having a similar event in regional areas. I had a look at the event’s website. 
Apart from the capital cities across Australia, there are events in Newcastle, Wollongong and Launceston and 
one on the Gold Coast. I can see that it is a good idea to have one in regional Western Australia because I believe 
that the issue of homelessness is not restricted to metropolitan Perth. 
The state is going through a difficult time economically and all parts of the state have been affected. This issue 
affects the state across the board, not just in metropolitan Perth or the electorate of South Metropolitan Region. 
I met four people from Geraldton. They had driven all the way from Geraldton the day before, or maybe on the 
day of the event arriving before it started, participated in the sleep-out—they slept rough and looked pretty cold 
when I saw them in the morning, certainly colder than I was—put in their hard work and then drove all the way 
to Geraldton the next morning. My family and I have been to Geraldton a number of times. I must say that it is 
a beautiful place. I love the light tower and the seafood is particularly delicious. Those people who drove all the 
way to Perth showed their commitment to the sleep-out, and I fully support having a CEO sleep-out event in 
a regional centre. 
I would like to thank members of the Labor Party, the Liberal Party, the Greens, the National Party and 
Pauline Hanson’s One Nation for their support. Members of all parties chipped in and supported us in this event. 
From the bottom of my heart, I thank them all for their assistance. When I was at the event, the organisers told 
me that donations can be accepted until August, so members who are willing to support us still have plenty of 
time to make their donation. Moneys raised will go to the St Vincent de Paul Society to be spent on good and 
critical services to provide food, emergency accommodation and other services to those Western Australians 
who are unfortunately homeless. 
From the support I have seen over the past couple of months from across the political spectrum, I think that we 
are incredibly lucky to live in a great democracy. We have different views but we come to this place to make our 
contribution with the same aim: we want to make the state a better place. We do not necessarily agree with each 
other all the time, and over the past couple of months, across three and half sitting weeks, we have divided 
a number of times. We do not all agree on all the issues all the time, but that is okay, because we live in 
a democracy; we live in a free country. I think we are truly lucky and believe that all members come to this place 
for the right reason: to try to make Western Australia a better place. 
I want to raise another issue on homelessness. People who come across a homeless person may react in a certain 
way. Some people may think about why people become homeless and why they stay homeless. We are not in 
their shoes and we do not know what they have gone through and therefore we should not judge them. On one of 
my internet social media posts letting people know that I would be participating in the sleep-out, a particular post 
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came back under the item simply stating that the people looked very healthy. I can deduce and infer from that 
post that the person was saying that if these people were healthy enough, why not get jobs. A lot of us in the 
community say that we need to be resilient; we need to rise up, dust ourselves off, get on with life and make the 
best of the situation we are in. Some people may think that way. However, in a speech to honourable members of 
this house last week, I referred to a gentleman who had had a very unfortunate childhood. He and his family 
were involved in an accident and unfortunately all his family died. He became a ward of the state, received very 
little education in his teenage years, became homeless when he was a young adult and stayed homeless for the 
next few decades. 
People react to traumas and traumatic events differently. Life events happen that sometimes bring very 
unfortunate results, such as family changes or family members passing away, and other people go through family 
and domestic violence. There is something about the human mind in that if people are conditioned in a certain 
way, they will react differently. I want to share a little about my Army Reserve experience. I was in the 
Army Reserve for 10 years and did many training weekends, sometimes training away from home for weeks in 
the bush. I have had many sleepless nights. As I mentioned to the house, I would go through a cold night and get 
out of my sleeping bag in the morning after maybe five, four, three or even two hours’ sleep and get on with the 
job, but I would remember what was happening around me. I would remember the smell of the vegetation 
around me on a cold morning. During June, on a few occasions when I was leaving my home in the morning, 
I would smell the trees and my lawn and for a split second the feeling brought me back to my Army days. 
I would then come back and open the gate on my fence, get into the car and get on with my daily routine. 
Although it was for only a very short time, I was in my body but my mind was elsewhere. My experience in the 
Army Reserve was a rewarding one, but when I was in that condition, I reacted in a certain way. I can certainly 
appreciate that people who go through very difficult periods in their lives can be affected mentally. Every person 
does and will react differently to events in their life, which will play a big part in their future. 
I now want to share a story I heard on Thursday last week about a gentleman by the name of Lex. He is 
a Western Australian. He grew up in a middle-class family and went to a prestigious all-boys college. He had 
a pretty good start to life; however, his mother suffered from very serious mental health issues and when he was 
a boy, he was mentally and physically abused by her. He was passionate about rowing and that was his way to 
get out of the situation, so to speak. He participated in the school rowing team; he trained very hard and he loved 
it. However, on one occasion during a rowing competition final, I think, between schools, he was pulled aside 
from his team by his mother, so he could only watch his teammates go on to win the competition while he was 
there sitting on the sidelines. He went through a very difficult time in his childhood because of his mother’s 
mental health issues. He could not stay home anymore and he decided to leave home at the age of 16 years. I left 
home when I was 15 and a half years old, but I did not leave because I could not stay at home anymore; I left 
home because my parents wanted me to have a better education and so I came here to Australia. I had no worries 
in terms of financial backing because my parents supported me financially and paid my school fees and living 
expenses. I had some friends and relatives around me, so I was incredibly lucky leaving home at an early age 
compared with Lex. When he left home, he had to rely on himself. He managed to get some gainful employment 
in Darwin, and then moved to Townsville and then on to Sydney. Unfortunately, from time to time he had to 
spend his nights squatting in warehouses and living on the streets around Kings Cross. He was introduced to 
drugs and became a drug and alcohol addict. Several years later he moved back to Perth and wanted to change 
his life. He started a family and worked as a fly in, fly out worker. I think he had two children and he wanted to 
support his family by bringing in all the money he could generate. Unfortunately, his marriage fell apart, he lost 
all the money and he became homeless again. But for the services provided to Lex, he may not be alive today. 
I just wanted to share Lex’s story to show that someone’s upbringing or a traumatic event they have experienced 
at some stage of their life can have an overwhelming impact on their future. We are not in their shoes. We do not 
know how we would react if we went through the same tough stuff that they had been through. 

There is a program showing on SBS today, which started yesterday, that is a special three-part series called 
Filthy Rich and Homeless. It shows five wealthy Australians who are participating in a 10-day experience of 
homelessness in Melbourne. As we all know, at this time of the year Melbourne is pretty cold. They basically 
moved from a privileged wealthy position to having nothing. They had absolutely nothing and they were moving 
and roaming on the streets of Melbourne. That was a life-changing experience for them. I encourage every 
member to watch the program. I am sure they can see the episode broadcast yesterday on the SBS website. I was 
having a quick look at the program’s launch on Thursday last week and there was a short preview. A person on 
the show mentioned a homeless person who had had a very tough life. He was resilient and still soldiering on in 
his life; despite all the things that had happened in his life and were now affecting him, he was still soldiering on. 
The person participating in this experience said that he had never had anything like that happen in his life and he 
would probably not react in such a resilient way as this homeless person had these things happened to him. 
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It is good to see you in the chair again, Mr Deputy President. The more we talk about this issue, the more 
awareness we can generate. I certainly think it will help us to better look at ways to address this issue and help 
those Western Australians who unfortunately are struggling at this stage. I also thank the members who have 
expressed an interest in participating in next year’s CEO sleep-out, in particular, Hon Colin Tincknell and 
Hon Robin Scott, who have had conversations with me about participating in next year’s event. I thank them for 
their interest and I certainly hope that in 2018 we can have a parliamentary team participate in the event to 
generate more funding for the cause. 

This issue will not be resolved overnight. It needs a lot of attention. We should all be part of the conversation 
and hopefully the solution. I do not have a magic solution, but I am willing to continue to bring this matter back 
to the house and to the attention of the government. I will continue to advocate on this issue. With that, 
I conclude my remarks. 

HON DARREN WEST (Agricultural — Parliamentary Secretary) [5.48 pm]: Thank you, Mr Deputy President; 
I note your enthusiasm in giving me the call and I promise to make this contribution worthy of that enthusiasm! 
We are now faced with the Supply Bill 2017. I note that we have passed two pieces of legislation in the 
Parliament in these two sitting sessions. The Loan Bill was passed. There were some immense contributions, 
enormous intellectual contributions, made by various members of the house and the bill duly passed. We also 
managed to finally clear up the Constitution Amendment (Demise of the Crown) Bill 2017, which is not what 
many of us thought or hoped it might be, but has to do with the passing of the monarch. That requirement has 
been hanging around for about 20 years and the McGowan Labor government got it through the house in about 
15 minutes. We are now on to the Supply Bill and that is terrific. Today I want to talk briefly, because members 
may be aware that I have been quite unwell and have had some time away from Parliament. On one of those 
occasions I was unable to deal with some of the issues I wanted to talk about during the Address-in-Reply. I will 
talk about those issues because they relate to the Supply Bill; there are some very important issues both in my 
electorate and across the Parliament. 

Over the past five weeks I have been very impressed watching the new members of Parliament. I say this 
because I have just sat and taken in the contribution of Hon Pierre Yang. How refreshing it is to have 
Hon Pierre Yang in Parliament with us. He brings diversity, he is a very intelligent man and he makes enormous 
contributions to both our party and the Parliament. It was a terrific gesture by Hon Pierre Yang to participate in 
the CEO sleep-out. I was delighted to be able to make a contribution to the fundraising effort. I understand that it 
was very successful and that over $6 000 was raised. What a terrific thing for Hon Pierre Yang to do in his very 
early days as a parliamentarian, and what an example it is for everyone else. 

That is not to take away from the other new members of Parliament, because it is terrifying when we first come 
into Parliament. I remember only four years ago feeling the same way myself. I very clearly remember my 
inaugural contribution, and standing up and coming to the terrifying realisation that everything we say in here is 
recorded for all time by the magnificent efforts of the Hansard reporters. We can look back 100 years and see 
what happened in Parliament. I found that quite overwhelming. It is a difficult role for new MPs, but they are 
making a great fist of it right across the house and that can only benefit Parliament. 
Hon Laurie Graham is away today on urgent parliamentary business. He is at the celebrations, welcoming the 
new bishop for the diocese of Geraldton, Father Michael Morrissey, who has been a priest in Geraldton. He grew 
up on a station in the Mt Magnet–Yalgoo area, and what a story he has, because now he is Bishop Michael of the 
archdiocese of Geraldton. He takes over from Bishop Justin Bianchini. What a wonderful man Bishop Justin is, 
and what a terrific job he has done in his role as bishop. I look forward to keeping in contact with Bishop Justin 
as he becomes an emeritus bishop, and enjoys his retirement. I am sure it will not be full-blown retirement, 
because I know Bishop Justin quite well and I am sure that he will be doing a lot of good work in the 
community. It is great to have Hon Laurie Graham in Parliament with us. As members would have heard from 
his inaugural speech, Laurie is an icon of the Geraldton community. He managed the expansion of the port of 
Geraldton for many years in the old-fashioned way when we ran ports with the interests of the community and the 
workers in mind, which is a far cry from what we find today. I will touch on that a little bit later. Laurie has been 
involved as a city councillor in the City of Greater Geraldton and also as a councillor for the Shire of Greenough; he 
was also its deputy president. He was chairman of the Midwest Development Commission and has played 
a major role in his community, and now he gets to represent the Agricultural Region in Parliament. That is 
a wonderful story. I think Laurie had pretty much given up on the dream after he was the unsuccessful candidate 
for Labor for the seat of Geraldton in the 1996 election, but he dramatically cut the margin and we were able to 
win that seat in 2001. It is great to have him here. 
It is great to have another 20-something in Hon Kyle McGinn. We have two 20-somethings in the Parliament, 
which adds to the flavour and diversity of Parliament because the young people are our future. It is great to have 
Hon Kyle McGinn here with us. I am sure he will do a sterling job in representing the Mining and Pastoral 
Region. The region needed another Labor representative. It was such a massive area for Hon Stephen Dawson to 
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manage on his own, but now we have two Labor members for the Mining and Pastoral Region. It is great also to 
have Hon Matthew Swinbourn. As members heard from him, he brings a new life experience to the Parliament. 
It is important that we have members of Parliament who have been out in the community, carrying out good 
work doing their job and then bringing that experience to add to the flavour of Parliament. Let us be honest: we 
are here to represent the electorate. They are the Labor members and I am pleased to work with them on 
a variety of levels. It is great to have an increase in the number of Labor members. It almost reflects the view of 
the community in the recent state elections in which Labor was elected by a thumping landslide in March. New 
members have come in and obviously we have had a couple of members who have moved on, but it is great to 
have the new Labor members in the house with us. 
We also have some new members on the crossbench. I have got to know some of them and I look forward to 
working more with them in the future. Hon Alison Xamon sits next to me and teases me during debates. It is 
great to have Hon Tim Clifford with us as well. He is another younger member. 
Hon Alison Xamon: I’m young too. I’m very young. 
Hon DARREN WEST: You are young too, Hon Alison Xamon. It is great to have Hon Tim Clifford as well 
and I have enjoyed the contributions of both of these members to the Parliament so far. Hon Diane Evers—
I think I pronounced that correctly—is also a new member. The Greens have certainly been an avid group, 
asking questions and engaging in debate, which is what this is all about. Hon Dr Steve Thomas is also an 
enthusiastic new member. He has just popped out on urgent parliamentary business, but I have watched a bit of 
Parliament over the last couple of weeks and have noted him on my screen on several occasions. Often when he 
gets up, I find myself turning the sound up to hear what he has to say. He certainly has been a very enthusiastic 
new member and has engaged in the debate, especially on the Loan Bill and the Supply Bill. He has led the 
charge on those. I have not had a lot to do with Hon Tjorn Sibma yet, but I look forward to doing so and note 
that he has also been an enthusiastic questioner. That is important in fulfilling his role to hold the government to 
account. We did not find it very hard to hold the previous government to account, because they were awful 
members. Hopefully the opposition’s job will be far more difficult than ours was. 
Hon Rick Mazza: You’re thrilled to see me back, of course. 
Hon DARREN WEST: Of course, Hon Rick Mazza. One of the first things I checked when the announcements 
were made about who was elected was whether Hon Rick Mazza was back—my fellow member for the 
Agricultural Region. Of course I was thrilled to see him back, along with Hon Martin Aldridge sitting beside 
him. I am thrilled to see both of them back. 
We also have a true crossbench this time in Parliament. The voters have chosen a diverse and talented 
crossbench. Before turning to them, I note that also on my list is the Nationals member and fellow former 
farmer, Hon Colin de Grussa, who has engaged in debate and picked up his role well in representing the 
Agricultural Region. He brings a wealth of experience to the house from the south eastern wheatbelt around the 
Esperance area. It is a very productive and prolific area that generates a lot of income for Western Australia. It 
certainly has been a success story in the past 30 to 40 years since much of that land was cleared. It is interesting 
to note that the land in the Ravensthorpe–Esperance area was some of the last to be cleared in Western Australia, 
some of it as late as the 1980s. That country’s produce and the amount of grain that goes out through the 
beautiful port of Esperance is something to behold. It is great to have Hon Colin de Grussa here with us because 
he knows a little about farming. I am pleased that the National Party has sought to preselect someone with 
farming experience. That is a very rare occurrence these days, but it is great to have Hon Colin de Grussa here. 

Hon Aaron Stonehouse is a bit of an enigma in this place. I do not believe that a Liberal Democrat has ever been 
elected to the Western Australian Parliament. 

Hon Alison Xamon: Or to any state Parliament. 

Hon DARREN WEST: Is that right? Not to any state Parliament as well? Of course, we have a federal 
representative of that party. Someone who is so young, at the age of 26, comes across as a man much more 
experienced than his years. It has been a pleasure working with Aaron so far. I am not quite sure about 
everything that he believes but that is the beauty of Parliament. 

If everyone agreed with me, it would be fantastic, but not everyone does, and I understand that. 
Hon Aaron Stonehouse has made some contributions that we sit up and take notice of and has brought a different 
view into the house with his beliefs and libertarian views. That is great and if that is what people wanted, that is 
great. Of course, the One Nation members are new, although there have previously been One Nation members. It 
is great to have Colin Tincknell, Robin Scott and Charles Smith in the chamber with us and I look forward to 
their contributions over the next four years. I have noticed that they are their own characters and certainly have 
made some interesting contributions to the debates we have had so far. I look forward to working with them 
further because we are all here for the same reason—to make things better. We have a bit to sort out in the first 
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year or two. However, we all hope that after our first term—in their case—and second term in my case or the 
fifty-eighth term or whatever number of terms Hon Simon O’Brien has been here. I do not think it is quite that 
many but it is a lot, as father of the house. I think we all want to the see the state’s economy in a better position 
than when we found it. I think that is the common interest we all share. Whatever we can do or advocate for, we 
all should and we all will. That is most important. 

I really enjoyed the inaugural speeches. It is a tradition of the house that members sit in silence and not interject. 
It reminds me of my inaugural speech during which there were two interjections. I am not sure whether it is 
a good or a bad thing. 

Hon Martin Aldridge: You’re special! 

Hon DARREN WEST: I might be special, yes, in many ways. I am a student of political history and it is no 
secret that my political hero is Whitlam, who also had two interjections in his inaugural speech, so I feel quite 
privileged and chuffed about that. It is interesting to listen to inaugural speeches and hear the life stories of those 
who have come into Parliament. They are all fascinating because I am a lover of people and I love to hear about 
their experiences. I hear fascinating stories from people with migrant backgrounds who grew up in sheds and 
experienced tough environments and very different lifestyles. As I said earlier, they reflect the broader 
community. I encourage members because it is really interesting—I know we are all busy—to read some of the 
inaugural speeches of members who have been in the house longer than we have. I commented to 
Hon Jim Chown last night that I have read his inaugural speech. 

Hon Jim Chown: Most enlightening. 

Hon DARREN WEST: I found it interesting because there are a few abandoned principles there, but I read his 
inaugural speech. I have not read them all but I will. 

Hon Jim Chown: I haven’t read yours and I don’t intend to. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: Now he’s being nice and you had to be nasty. 

Hon Jim Chown: I’m not being nasty; I’m just being factual. 

Hon DARREN WEST: Hon Jim Chown listened in silence to my inaugural speech. I can remember him 
hanging on every word. He was sitting over here somewhere. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: I wish he listened in silence more often. 

Hon Jim Chown: Noted. 

The PRESIDENT: Minister, perhaps you should take your own advice. 

Hon Stephen Dawson: Indeed, Madam President. 

Hon DARREN WEST: Thank you, Madam President. I wanted to use this time—I will be totally open with 
members—on something I had intended to incorporate in my Address-in-Reply, but did not, so I thought it 
would be a good opportunity to acknowledge the new members of Parliament during this debate on the 
Supply Bill while we are all here. It is an absolute privilege to be here. We not only have to be endorsed by our 
own political group but also we have to be voted in by the people of Western Australia. How humbling is that—
enough people in our electorates — 
Hon Simon O’Brien: It hasn’t worked in your case has it—humbling? 
Hon DARREN WEST: I think I was slightly rude about Hon Simon O’Brien in his absence. How many terms has 
he done to become the father of the house? A lot. I suggested 50-something, but I do not think it is that many. 
Hon Simon O’Brien: It feels like it, some days. 
Hon DARREN WEST: Any way, I acknowledged him as the father of the house and was not going to 
hypothecate on how many terms he has served, but it is a lot. I must read his inaugural speech. I presume it is 
electronically recorded! 
Hon Simon O’Brien: It’s on a sort of papyrus roll. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I will ask Hansard for a copy of the papyrus and try to interpret the hieroglyphics, 
member! As much as I have acknowledged the new members of the house, it is also important to acknowledge 
the father of the house and members who have served several terms, because this is not an easy gig. A lot of 
expectations and demands are made of us by members of the public and, sadly, we cannot always meet those 
demands, so it makes us sometimes seemingly unpopular in the electorate. Sometimes when we strike a difficult 
issue, people in the electorate have a view and they can be very vociferous with their view and we can have days 
when we feel really bad about a position we have taken or something we have done. There are good and bad 
days. I acknowledge those who have served several terms because it is a challenging job but a privilege and a joy 
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to be here. We are all very lucky given each of us is one of only 95 people in the state who represent people in 
Parliament. I look forward to working with all members. 
We will debate legislation that we agree with, such as the demise of the Crown, because, presumably, we all 
thought it meant we would get rid of the Crown, but we will not. 
Hon Donna Faragher interjected. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I did, member. I thought we were going to become a republic straightaway. 

Withdrawal of Remark 
Hon DONNA FARAGHER: I do not want to be a party pooper, but reflections on the Crown are disorderly and 
I ask the member to reflect on that and withdraw that last comment. 
The PRESIDENT: I will take that point of order and ask the member to withdraw. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I am quite happy to withdraw. 

Debate Resumed 
Hon DARREN WEST: I certainly never meant to cause offence to the Crown or anyone who likes the Crown. 
I was just making the point that the name of that bill got some people a little bit excited, but we passed that bill 
because—I was trying to make the point—we all agreed that should something untimely become of Her Majesty, 
we will need a set of procedures in place to move on and we all agreed with that legislation. Legislation will be 
introduced on which we do not all agree and we will have robust and rigorous debates, I am sure. 
I want to do something that, admittedly, I was intending to incorporate into my Address-in-Reply, but I will 
incorporate it into my contribution to the Supply Bill. We have all acknowledged colleagues that worked with us 
in the election who were not successful and are not now in the fortieth Parliament because they were not 
fortunate enough to be one of the 95 people elected. Many of those are outstanding individuals who I am sure 
will have their time in the future representing their communities. There was a suite of outstanding candidates in 
the Agricultural Region who ran outstanding, positive campaigns and did their best. There are some 
ultraconservative areas in my electorate and it is sometimes an immense challenge to lift the vote, but all four of 
our candidates in the Agricultural Region managed to lift their vote to the point at which they accumulated to 
enable Hon Laurie Graham to be elected. We have never had two members of the Legislative Council from the 
Agricultural Region before. This is the first time our candidates in the lower house and the upper house were 
collectively successful enough to make that piece of history. 
Hon Martin Aldridge: You promised to tell me about Renee Ellis. 
Hon DARREN WEST: She was not a candidate at the time of the election. I take the member’s comment on 
board and at another time I will engage with the member in debate about former Councillor Ellis. It is a very, 
very unhappy story, member. I think that it is not too classy to throw around those remarks, but I will talk to 
Hon Martin Aldridge and to the house in the fullness of time about the former candidate whom we were going to 
run for the election. But we ran an outstanding suite of candidates. I will go through them from south to north. 

Roe is a very large electorate. It runs from about Narrogin down to Cranbrook and essentially east into farming 
country. It goes all the way out to Israelite Bay. Esperance is included, along with Katanning, Kojonup, 
Lake Grace and Ravensthorpe. As I have said before, Roe is a tremendously prolific area of the state not only in 
agricultural production; we have also increased mining. We are starting to find mining enterprises also coming 
into that region. There are major operations around Ravensthorpe and other towns. Our candidate in Roe was 
a gentleman from Katanning named Bradley Willis. Brad is a really clever guy; he refurbishes livestock-carrying 
crates across Western Australia. As we can imagine, what comes out of livestock is quite corrosive and for all 
the transport companies across the state, Brad is the man they see when they want their livestock crates 
refurbished and repaired. He is a terrific guy. He is a former TAFE lecturer and he brought a lot of business 
acumen and skill to the campaign and lifted the vote significantly in the electorate of Roe. Brad came onto our 
team fairly late in the piece. He was a pleasure to work with and it has been great getting to know Brad and 
I look forward to working with him again in the future because he is certainly a great advocate for his 
community in Katanning, which is one of the most multicultural communities in the state. It was terrific to have 
Brad on board. He did a great job. He got our primary vote up in the order of over 14 per cent, which for an 
ultraconservative electorate was an improvement, and contributed greatly to our success in the upper house. 
I look forward to working with Brad in the future when he raises issues directly with me that affect him and his 
community in Katanning. 

Our candidate in Central Wheatbelt was Gary Templeman. Gary has had a distinguished career in the area of 
homelessness and crisis housing. He does tremendous work. He is a man of faith and has a strong following in 
the local area in not only the community of Wyalkatchem, where he lives, but also, more broadly, the 
western parts of the electorate where he does a lot of work. In areas such as Wundowie he is particularly 
well-known and did a good job. Similarly, Gary came on to the campaign at a relatively late stage and did a great 
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job for us. Gary’s primary vote was almost 20 per cent. I will provide a little stat here. We missed out on 
winning the big polling booth in Northam, which was a Labor town many years ago, by 10 votes. Gary did 
a fantastic job especially in Northam, York, Wundowie and Bakers Hill. He won several of those booths and 
really lifted the Labor vote. People were genuinely pleased with Gary’s candidacy and he contributed greatly to 
our success in the upper house with that strong primary showing. 

Our candidate in Moore was a lady called Barni, and that is relatively unique. I believe Barni is a niece of 
Lance Barnard who was in the duumvirate government when Whitlam was first elected in 1972. Lance Barnard 
went on to become the federal Attorney-General and Barni Norton is one of his relatives. She is a member of 
a very strong Labor family and has strong connections. Barni has a very strong environmentalist view and stood 
very firmly on the issue of fracking and was delighted to say there is a significant difference between the 
coalition and Labor on the issue of fracking across the electorate. Her vote lifted considerably as well. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! Hon Darren West, if you could stop for a moment. I think Hansard is having some 
difficulty hearing you, given that a number of other conversations are happening around the chamber. If people 
want a conversation, take it outside or perhaps be quieter so that Hansard can hear the speaker on his feet. 

Point of Order 

Hon Dr STEVE THOMAS: My point of order relates to standing order 47 on relevance. I know that an 
appropriation bill allows for a member to talk about almost anything in relation to government expenditure, 
which is fine, but the member on his feet is talking about the election of Labor Party members. My memory of 
the expenses of government is that government does not contribute to any campaign, be it Labor, Liberal or any 
other party. I ask you to draw his attention to the fact that it is not relevant to the bill before the house. 

The PRESIDENT: There is no point of order, but I think that the member was gradually getting to speaking on the 
bill and I have been certainly waiting for him to reference the bill. I know he has been very close to doing that. 

Debate Resumed 

Hon Alannah MacTiernan: He is explaining how we got to be in government. 

Hon DARREN WEST: It is a very good point. I know Hon Dr Steve Thomas was out of the house on urgent 
parliamentary business, but I referenced him in my remarks—and they were kind words. Hon Dr Steve Thomas 
is sort of almost right. I pointed out to the house that I had been unwell and I was unable to finish my response to 
the Address-in-Reply because of that and that I want to finish off the final points in my response to the 
Address-in-Reply while addressing the Supply Bill because I have the opportunity. The member is right that it is 
a broad-ranging debate, but Hon Alannah MacTiernan makes a good point. Without these people whom I am 
talking about, we would not have the Supply Bill because they helped us win the election. 

Barni Norton did a great job in Moore. 

Several members interjected. 

The PRESIDENT: Order! 

Hon DARREN WEST: I will be brief, members. She did a great job and ran an outstanding campaign and was 
able to get an almost 21 per cent vote in the electorate of Moore. Who would have thought that—21 per cent. 
That was significantly higher than the Liberal vote—in a seat like Moore. Moore used to be a Liberal seat and 
nearly got knocked off by the Labor Party because we had a great candidate. She sought out the issues in Moore 
and attacked them vigorously and was able to influence policy for better outcomes in Moore. Most importantly, 
the voters of Moore agreed. 
Finally, I touch on the seat of Geraldton. As members would know, my office is in Geraldton and I lived in 
Geraldton for many years and I have a very strong connection with that community. We had one of the best 
candidates I have ever seen run for Geraldton. Somehow the seat in Geraldton had a margin of 22.8 per cent. Our 
candidate in Geraldton, Lara Dalton, ran for that seat like it was one per cent. She got a 21.5 per cent swing to 
Labor in Geraldton. That is the second-highest swing ever recorded in Western Australian history to Labor, 
beaten only by the 23 per cent swing that Don Punch achieved in Bunbury. That is an outstanding result and we 
fell agonisingly short—1.3 per cent short or 500 votes. We hands down won the primary vote in Geraldton with 
7 100 votes to the Liberals’ 5 800—overwhelming. The poor old Nationals were 3 000 and something and 
everybody else came after that. Overwhelmingly, we were hands down the choice of the community. But we 
were defeated by preference harvesting by six of the eight candidates running together. All those six lots of 
preferences were directed to the Liberals. 
Hon Martin Aldridge: Did you not preference the Liberals? 
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Hon DARREN WEST: No, we finished first. I will give Hon Martin Aldridge a little lesson on how preferences 
work. We finished first, so our preferences do not get distributed. When a party finishes third, as the 
National Party did, its preferences get distributed. Those preferences went to the Liberal Party and, sadly, 
resulted in the agonising defeat of Lara Dalton, our candidate for Geraldton, who would have made an immense 
difference to that seat. 
Hon Simon O’Brien interjected. 
Hon DARREN WEST: I quite like Ian Blayney, but I think we needed a change in Geraldton, and so did the 
community. Sadly, we were very close. But I am sure—I am very hopeful—that Lara will run for us in 
Geraldton again because I do not think the community will make that mistake again. 
Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
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